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ACTIVITY
PACK

Whilst we are not able to meet in person, we have come up with 
some things for you to do at home. There are lots of fun activities 
and some for you to do with your household too.

Please contact your Leader to let them know how you got on with 
the activities.

Thank You and have fun !

Created by The Space to Grow Together Project



Collecting Happiness
It is really important to look after our mental health. 

Sometimes it can be difficult to remember the things that
 make you happy or you are grateful for. 

What you’ll need…

What tO do

1
Clean out your jar and cut a piece of paper so that it fits 
inside the jar. Decorate the paper so that it looks funky.
 
Or fold an A4 paper to make a box following the 
instructions on the next page. Decorate one side of the 
paper with a really funky pattern.

2
On strips of paper write down all the things that make 
you happy and put them in your jar or box.
Whenever you are worried or feel sad, take out one of 
your happy thoughts and read.

A jar, paper to line it with, 
or 2 pieces of A4 paper to 

make a box.
Strips of paper and 

colouring pens.  



Why not really get into the swing 
of mindfulness by working on the 
Guide Meditation Interest Badge?

Origami Box TutOrial

If you find that your worries are 
weighing you down it might help if 
you jot them down, when a worry 
comes into your head during the 
day, make a note of it on strips of 
paper and then continue about 
your day.

Rather than storing happy 
thoughts you could try 

offloading your worries instead:

Take it furtHer

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

1. Start with your paper patterned side face 
down. Fold the square in half to form a
rectangle. Open out and repeat in the other 
direction.

2. Now fold your square in half diagonally, 
open out and repeat in the opposite direction 
then open out again.

3. Fold each point into the centre, then unfold 
to your square again.

4. Fold each point of the square to the point 
three-quarters across, as in the diagram 
below, then open out again.

5. Now fold each point one quarter across, 
then once again open out to the square.

6. Now fold 2 opposite points to the centre.

7. Push the sides up to start making the 
3-dimensional box shape.

8. Finally tuck the remaining 2 corners inside 
the box. Your box should keep its shape on its 
own, but if you like you can use a little glue to 
secure the triangle points to the base of the 
box.



Love yourself tO feel good
You are awesome -and you know it-, sometimes we just need to remind

 ourselves. Interview yourself about just how awesome you are! 

What you’ll need…

What tO do
1

2

Paper 
Pen or pencil.

3

4
5

List the type of person you are: funny, happy,shy, 
clever, a thinker, caring, mindful etc.

List your hobbies, interests, skills and
anything that you’re good at.

Decide how you are around other people: do you talk with your 
hands, are you enthusiastic about things, are you laid back, are you 
chatty, are you smiley. Do you like to be the centre
of attention or do you prefer not to be in the limelight?

Come up with some questions to ask yourself. Now take on 
the role of a journalist and get ready to interview yourself with 
a set of questions that show what you are really like!

Carry out your interview… you could even record 
yourself or imagine that you are videoing
your interview for TV.



Awards for Everyone
Everyone loves to be recognised by others for anything that makes 

them awesome. You’re going to make your friends and/or family 
feel great about themselves by presenting them with an award 

and including a few words about what makes them fab.

What tO do
1

2

3

4
5

Decide who you want to create your award for. You can 
choose as many friends and family as you like.

Decide what makes them so fabulous that they deserve an 
award from you. 

Prepare your award speech about them. Don’t worry – if you’re too 
shy to say the words to them you can always write it down and 
present it to them.

Design their award – you could either draw what the award looks 
like or you can even make the award using craft materials.

Present them with their award and either read your 
speech to them or give the speech to them.

Paper, pencil, pen
Optional: Colouring pens, 
Craft materials, aluminium foil

Aluminium foil makes a great 
material for sculpting a small award!

What you’ll need…

Try it tHis way



Elephants Never Forget
Learn about your personality type 

and how you interact with other people.

What you’ll need…

What tO do
1

2

Paper and 
pencil or pen

3

You have no more than 5 minutes to draw an 
elephant. On your marks, get set and GO!

Look at the next page to interpret your drawing.

Take it furtHer
If you’ve enjoyed finding out about your personality 

types then why not have a go at the Personal 
Brand interest badge.

Do you agree with what your picture says about you?
It's OK to disagree... because this is just a bit of fun, and how 
you were feeling when you drew the picture doesn't always 
equal how you are as a person.



Elephant Analysis If tHe elephant is drawn:
Toward the top of the paper 
You have a tendency to be 
positive and optimistic.

Toward the bottom
You have a tendency to be
pessimistic and may be prone
to behaving negatively.

Toward the middle  
You have a tendency
 to be a realist.

Facing left – You have a
tendency to believe in tradition
 and be friendly; you may also
 be prone to remembering
 dates well.

Facing Right – You have a
tendency to be innovative 
and active, but may be prone
to forgetting dates easily and
may not have a strong sense 
of family.

Facing front – You have a tendency to be direct, and may enjoy playing the 
role of devil’s advocate; you also are prone to neither fearing nor avoiding 
confrontational discussions.

With many details – You have a 
tendency to be analytical, but may 
also be prone to being cautious to 
the point that you struggle with trust.

With 4 legs showing – You have a 
tendency to be secure and to stick to 
your ideals; however, others
may describe you as stubborn.

With extra large ears – Indicates 
how good of a listener you are (the 
bigger, the better).

With a long tail – Indicates how 
intelligent you are (the longer, the 
better).

With few details – You have a tendency to be emotional and to focus on the 
larger picture rather than focusing on details. You also have a tendency to be a 
great risk taker and may sometimes be prone to reckless and impulsive decisions.

With less than 4 legs showing –
May indicate that you are living 
through a major period of change 
and as a result you may be prone to 
struggling with insecurities.



Enjoy Nature
Enjoy some quiet time looking at nature.

What you’ll need…
20 minutes of quiet 

time
outside or looking out

through a window

Take it furtHer
If you’ve enjoyed time in nature 
then trying out the Geocaching 
Interest Badge is a great way to 

get outdoors more.

What tO do
1

2

3

Settle yourself down either outside in your garden, in a local 
park when out with members of your household or even 
on a comfy chair looking out of your window.

Make a list (A-Z) of what you can see while immersing 
yourself in nature – you might need to get creative on 
some of the letters – eg, zebra patterned cloud?

Let your imagination run wild… imagine that you are 
somewhere else in the world such as a rainforest – 
now write down something that you might be able to 
see for each letter.



My Kinda Role Models!
Identify women who inspire you and think 

about what it is that makes an inspirational woman.

What you’ll need…

What tO do
1

2

Pencil or pen
Optional:

Colouring pens or pencils 
and or craft materials.

3

Around the body outline on the next page write the names 
of all the women who inspire you. These could be famous 
women and/or women that you know in real life (Like your 
family, friends, teachers or guide leaders).

For each woman that you have written down, add why they inspire 
you. Maybe they are funny, brave, strong, clever, powerful.
 

 Inside the body outline write down your ideas about what makes an 
inspirational woman. You could plan how you could become an 
inspirational woman. 

Take it furtHer
Create a piece of art that shows your ideas about inspirational 

women. This could be a drawing or a collage. If you have 
access to newspapers, magazines or craft materials, then really 

get creative.

Did you know 
8th March is 
International 

Women’s Day? 





Get More Active  
Spring is a great time to get more active and 
 to make changes to improve your lifestyle. 

What changes can you make?

Paper 
Pen or pencil

Optional: 
colouring pens 

or pencils.

Take it FurtHer

What you’ll need…

What tO do
1

2

Write down some small changes people can make in their 
lives to be more active.
Use the stairs instead of the lift.
Get off the bus one stop early or get on one stop later.
Going out for a walk every day, there are suggestions at the 
end of this pack.
Dance around the house or garden.
Walk the dog for an extra 5 minutes.

Decide which of these ideas you are going to try… and actually 
give it a try this week or come up with some ideas of your own.

3 If you’re feeling creative why not make a poster of your 
ideas.

Look at your favourite meal – decide how you could make it more healthy 
by just swapping one ingredient. Eg, swap fried eggs for poached eggs in 
your breakfast or swap fizzy (sugary) pop for flavoured water or swap 

chips for salad when you have lasagne or chicken kievs etc.



Community Matters
Design your ideal community

What tO do

1

2

3

Think about everything that there is in your local community… 
is there anything missing that you think it should have? Here 
is your chance to design the perfect community.

Start by drawing some roads, then add in different buildings and 
label them so you know what they are. 
Think about the impact on the environment of your community.

Remember to include:

Activities for people of all ages.
 
    Health services, emergency services and education.
  
        Places of worship, shopping and leisure.

                Transport links and communication methods. 

What you’ll need…
Pencil or pen

Optional:
Colouring pens or pencils 

Craft materials



Lirpa Loof time 
April Fools day doesn’t have to be about playing tricks on people… 

the media have a history of creating wacky news stories too.
By the way, Lirpa Loof is April Fool backwards!

What you’ll need…

What tO do
1

2

Pencil or pen
Optional:

Colouring pens or pencils 
craft materials

3

The Lirpa Loof is a new creature that has been 
discovered by scientists where you live. Decide 
what a Lipra Loof looks like. Is it a bird, a fish, a 
mammal or even a crazy looking alien?

Draw what a Lirpa Loof looks like.
 
.

Can you come up with some interesting facts
about Lirpa Loof to persuade people that they really exist?

try it tHis way
If you have any craft materials available why not 
make a model of a Lirpa Loof? Its body could be  

made out of a pompom.



Look at your favourite meal – decide how you could make it more healthy 
by just swapping one ingredient. Eg, swap fried eggs for poached eggs in 
your breakfast or swap fizzy (sugary) pop for flavoured water or swap 

chips for salad when you have lasagne or chicken kievs etc.

ACTIVITIES 

Rainbow Walk
Rainbows are a symbol of hope. Following the latest guidance on exercising 
outdoors, wrap up warm and go out for walk with your household. While you are 
walking, see if you can spot something to represent each colour of the rainbow. 
When you get back home you could draw or paint what you saw.

Positive Messages
A positive message can change someone’s day. Leave positive notes around the 
home. How about a joke, a funny face, something you are grateful for, a picture or 
an inspirational quote?  You could spread your positivity even further and leave 
messages in your community for people to find.

Pancake Memory Game
Make a stack of cardboard pancakes (you could cut up a cereal box), then draw a 
letter, number or shape on pairs of pancakes. Turn all the pancakes face down 
and shuffle them around. Now take turns using a spatula or a spoon to flip two 
pancakes over at a time, trying to find matching pairs.

Food Waste Challenge
In the UK the average household throws away 22% of their weekly shop, worth 
£730 each year. To tackle your food waste, you could keep a food diary by noting 
down any food that ends up in the bin and why. Why not put your diary on the 
fridge so everyone can see it?

At the end of the week, come up with one thing you will do to reduce your food 
waste and keep a diary for a second week. You can repeat this challenge for as 
many weeks as you want, to see how much food you can save from going in the 
bin.

Leftovers Bake-Off
Instead of throwing away old fruit, vegetables or bread, you could turn it into 
something delicious instead. Try making courgette cake, banana bread, beetroot 
chocolate cake, fruit and veg smoothies, or bread and butter pudding. 

Or you could challenge your household to come up with new meals using just five 
ingredients from your store cupboards, fridge or freezer.

for you and your household to try



Remember to include:

Activities for people of all ages.
 
    Health services, emergency services and education.
  
        Places of worship, shopping and leisure.

                Transport links and communication methods. 

Scavenger Hunt
Turn a walk around your neighbourhood into a scavenger hunt. Take a pen and 
paper with you and see if you can find an object that begins with each letter of 
the alphabet. You could see if you can find a street name for each letter. You 
can also do this activity around your home

Get Active
Getting active is about breaking a sweat while having a bit of fun. How about 
coming up with a dance routine for your favourite song and performing it? You 
could teach your routine to your household. If you’ve got the internet, check 
out This Girl Can’s Disney workouts for ideas 
www.thisgirlcan.co.uk/activities/disney-workouts 

Earth Hour Indoor Camping
This year’s Earth Hour takes place on Saturday 27th March, with people 
across the world making a stand against climate change by turning off their 
lights between 8.30 - 9.30pm. Turn your living room or bedroom into an indoor 
campsite using blankets, bedsheets, pillows and anything else you can find. 
Grab your torches and a hot chocolate, wrap up warm and turn the lights out. 

Challenge each other to a game of Heads Up. Write nature or wildlife-related 
words on pieces of paper. Take it in turns to hold a word to your forehead, 
while others act it out and you try to guess what it says.

There are more fun ideas on the Earth Hour website 
https://latest.earthhour.org/earthhour-at-home 

Time capsule
Fill a box with memories such as personal treasures, birthday cards, artwork 
and items from this era, like a coin, newspaper or food packaging. You could 
also include details about your life, such as your favourite food, music or TV 
programmes. Make sure the box is waterproof if you want to bury it in the 
garden, or hide it in a cupboard, under the bed or in the loft. You could even 
decorate the box or make one to give to someone as a present.


